In general, rel. eff.Ms{R1(T), R2(r)} depends on ,, 13 one of the estimators being closer to the true value in a given situation
Results useful to: Reliability theoreticians quently, its interpretation is not always clear especially when a single estimate of R(r) is to be made. In addition, Summary & Conclusions-When several point estimators of some as will be discussed later, the MS efficiency value can be parametric function are available, it is desirable to compare the estimators misleading.
based on some measure of closeness to the true value. Along these lines,
We therefore propose another measure of efficiency the concept of Pitman-closeness (PC) efficiency is introduced. Essentially, when comparing two estimators, PC efficiency gives the odds in favor Of motivated by the following definition due to Pitman [5] .
one of the estimators being closer to the true value in a given situation
As before, R1 (r) and R2 (-) are two estimators of R(r) than is the other. The traditional method of comparison, i.e., meanbased on a complete life test of N components. Define squared (MS) efficiency is also considered. This paper presents graphical AR (,u, 13 , N, T) with strict inii) the minimum variance unbiased estimator, RMVuE(r); and iii) a Baye-equality for some (go, 380, NO, r0) , then R1r() is called a sian/structural estimator,RSE(r). Based on the graphs, RSE(T) is, in general, Pitman-closer estimator of R(r) than is R2 (T). We define preferred (in the sense of having the best chance of being closest to the the Pitman-closeness (PC) efficiency of R1 (r) relative to true value ofR(T)) except a) when R(r) is very high, in which caseRMLE(r) A is preferred, and b) when R(r) is moderate and the sample size is small R2 (r) as to moderate, in which case RMvuE(T) is preferred.
rel. eff.pc{Ri (ij, R2Cr)} e{li (P), R2(R)}{R2 ((), R1)(T)} (3) The probability statement Pr{ | R1 (r) -R(r) | R2 (r) -R(T) |} is made in the classical sense and, consequently, 1. INTRODUCTION will have a relative-frequency interpretation. Thus, rel. eff.pc{At (r), 1?2 ()} gives the odds in favor of the estimator The 2-parameter exponential distribution with Sfk (X-) being closer to the true value of R((-) than is R2 (T)
R(x)-Sf{x;~, 1-}If, for example, rel. eit.pc{Rl(si), R2(sn )} = 1.5, then the
odds are 3 to 2 in favor of R1 (-) being closer to R(l) than = g' 0, 13> 0) (1) IS R2(e), i.e., on the average, 3 out of 5 estimates made I1,'terw ise by R1(ir) are closer to the true value of R(T). Whenever Rlx = 1Sfxg, oIf,forel. eff.xpc{Rl(e), R2'(e)} > 1 for some (Tu, 13,lNo, t), we is often used as a failure model in reliability theory. Ba-shall say that R1 (T) iS more PC efficient than R2(Xr) at (Tta sically, component lifetime is guaranteed during the in-13o, N0, r0).
terval [0, /,u], i.e., the probability of failure during this In a recent paper dealing with the 2-parameter exinterval is zero. On the other hand, the failure rate is ponential distribution given by (1), Dyer [3] has derived constant (non-zero) over the interval (g, >). (1) where both e, and 13 are unknown. In order to judge The primary purpose of this paper is to present graphwhich estimator is preferred for a given situation, they ical results based on simulation techniques depicting PC should be compared through some measure of closeness efficiencies as well as MS efficiencies of the following to the true value of R(r). A common approach is mean-estimators of R(r): a) the maximum likelihood estimator, squared (MS) efficiency. Specifically, letRi&(i), i = 1, 2, be b) the minimum variance unbiased estimator, and c) a two estimators of R(T-) with mean-squared errors denoted non-classical estimator based on the mean of the struc- (1) ence between estimates, and a tie was recorded. Otherbased on Fraser's [4] theory of structural inference-a wise, the estimate which was closer to the known value group theoretic approach (using invariant Haar measures) of R(ir) was noted, and the estimator which gave this to Fisher's fiducial theory. In the structural approach, as estimate was recorded. Ties counted one-half for each in the Bayesian approach, the given data induce a prob-estimator. ability measure called the structural posterior distribution Sample efficiencies relative to the 1000 samples were com-(SPD) on the parameter space. Unlike the Bayesian ap-puted as follows: proach, however, this is achieved by assuming the exi) the sample PC efficiency of R1 (r) relative to R2 (T) istence ofa structural model rather than a prior probability was taken to be the ratio of the number of times R1(i) measure. The structural approach does not recognize the was closer to the known value of R(r) to the number of existence of a probability measure on the parameter space times R2 (T) was closer; apart from the data. When sampling from a given popii) the sample MSE (sample variance plus the square ulation, the SPD is unique, whereas the Bayesian pos-of the bias of the sample) based on the 1000 estimates terior distribution (BPD) is only unique relative to the made from each method of estimation was calculated. selected prior. For the 2-parameter exponential failure Correspondingly, the sample MS efficiency of R1 (r) relmodel, it can be shown [4, p 64] that the SPD of (,, /3) ative to R2 (X) was taken to be the ratio of the sample MSE is equivalent in form to the BPD of (t, ,3) under Jeffreys' of R2 (T) to the sample MSE of R1 (T).
noninformative prior for location-scale parameters [2, pp For fixed N, we define a PC efficiency contour for A1 (X) 53-58]. Under this particular BPD, the Bayesian estirelative to A2(r) to be a curve joining points in the (,8/,t, mator ofR(T) with respect to a squared-error loss function R(r))-plane for which rel. eff.pc{R1 (r), R2 (T)} is equal. In has been derived by Varde [6] . The mean of the SPD of a similar way, we define a MS efficiency contour. Figures  R(r) , which is clearly equivalent in form to this Bayesian 1-5 are based on these definitions and the sample effiestimator, isciencies obtained through simulation. In other words, for fixed N, rel. eff.PC{RMVUE(T), RMLE('I)} and rel. eff.ms{RMA (-) RME(T)} depend only on the remann ar,there were 271 ties, and thus the value value of R(Tr). Consequently, Figure 1 depicts 
RMVL.E(T).
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